EbayWonder5, strange offers of Ihagee/Exakta items found on eBay
By Hugo Ruys
Exakta Objektiv Brennweite 500 mm Verschlusszeit 1:8
(Exakta lens, focal length 500 mm, shutter time 1:8)
[Only for Exaktas with built-in aperture. HR]

This is a 1:56, f=300mm telephoto lens. There is no case for this.
[Of course there is no case for this. 300mm lenses with an aperture of 56 don’t exist. HR]
Old model Caspeco camera lens Lens made in Japan.. odd for this era German craftsmanship
[Odd indeed. HR]
The lens on the body of the camera is a 1:19 f=55mm. It has great Macro capabilities and is
[Don’t believe the 1:19. The very last statement however is undeniable. HR]
Ihagee waist level prizm
[It izn’t. HR]

Exa II1958 by thagee of dresdem with acceroies
This camera has worked perfectley for me all it's life and has never stopped working.
[These acceroies seem to work permanentley. HR]
i am selling a rare Exakta Vx camera buit around 1958 all the shutters work.
[Indeed there are many: curtain shutter, aperture blade shutter, lens mount shutter, back shutter, view-finder
shutter. HR]
Elbaflex/Exacta 1000VX An dem Kameragehäuse fehlt das Typenschild ("Elbaflex")
(On the camera body the name plate “Elbaflex” is missing)
[A nameless Elbaflex. Much different from a nameless Exakta VX1000? HR]

Exakta Real Only this model made 1966 Years in West Germany
[Production must have started under Julius Ceasar. HR]

Kilfitt Zommar: adapter ring for Macro Killar to Exaka
[Kiling ofer for an Exaka colecttor. HR]
This NIGHT EXAKTA IS IN TRULLY UNUSUSAL CONDITION
[This description is also Trully Unususal. HR]

We're selling an Exakta Thagee Jhangee Dresden vintage camera
[Janghee and a bottle of rum. HR]

The camera is in good condition concidering the age
{Not rum, cider. HR]

Ihagee Kine Exacta (this version has the mispelled C instead of K of Exakta)
[Talking about misspelled …HR]

Escakta VXIIc Jhagee A beautiful fine quality 35 mm rangefinder camera w/ Karl Zeiss
Tessar lens.
[For a moment I thought this was an Exakta with a Carl Zeiss lens. But it can’t be. HR]
(On an Exa Ic without view-finder)
Bei der Kamera fehlt der Prismaaufsatz. Man muß als von oben in den Sucher gucken. Früher hat man das wohl
auch gemacht... Nur bequem ist es nicht.

(The prism view-finder is missing. One has to peer down in the view-finder. In the past it was probably done
that way. But it’s not convenient.)
[This seller really believes everybody in the past was as stupid as he is now. HR]

RARE Jessie Owens Commerative Leica R 4 SLR Camera to Commerate
the Golden Jubilee of Jessie Owens ' performanaces at the 1936
Olympic Games.
[Not Ihagee, but a performanace to commerate nevertheless. HR]
This is a EXAKTA VX 35MM RANGEFINDER I am selling this and if you look at my other auctions; many
items for an eldely women who is getting rid of all of her husbands movie and still camera equipment.
[The selling is no surprise, getting rid of all husbands on eBay is (and of course the Rangefinder Exakta). HR]
Kamera Exa 1C es fehlt etwas,ich weiß nicht genau was
Camera Exa lC something is missing, I don’t know exactly what)
[Don’t worry. It’s only the view-finder that’s missing. HR]
EXACTA WASTE FINDER BY THAGEE
[No need for such a contraption now; waste is everywhere. HR]
(On a normal Exa IIb with Meyer Domiplan)

EXA 1B Biet interessanten Photoapparat Pentakon Görlitz, Mayer Optik. Photo
befindet sich in einem guten dem alter entsprechenden Original Zustand, er ist für
sehr Rollfilme gedacht. Einmalige und einzige Gelegenheit Der absolute
Wahnsinn.
(EXA IB Offr interesting camera Pentakon Görlitz, Mayer Optik. Photo is in good
and age corresponding original condition, he is meant for very roll films. The one
and only opportunity The absolute madness.)
[Maybe not absolute, but close. HR]
{I suggested description improvements. Answer: No need. Not everybody is as smart as you. HR]
(The first one is an Exa film camera)
VINTAGE 33mm FILM CAMERA vintage exakta VXIIa 33mm thagee dresden camera
[Age related shrinking? HR]
(On a Stereflex viewfinder)
Typ: porro rism finder
Mount/Fit's to the following lenses's :Varex IIa and others ?
[Ever tried to fit a porro rism on a Varex lenses’s? HR]
1951c Exakta VX 3A all speed works includes 10 second expusure time len Vivitar 135mm f1:2.8
[A 3A even before the IIa. How much is all speed and one len? And what happened to the 12 sec expusure
time? HR]
Genuinine IHAGEE EXAKTA WAISTLEVEL FINDER for Varex
[Realaly? HR]
(On a bulb flash unit with bulb)
a cool Heiland Synchro Custom unit which I am not sure what is does but I think it does the shutter and flash
for you??there is the reflector thingy and a silver tube that takes "D"Batteries and a bracket
[Is “cool” a recommendation for thingies? HR]
EXAKTA VAREZ IHAGEE VX CARL ZEISS JANA GORLITZ CAMERAS HERES A LOT
OF 3 OLD CAMERAS I DON'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT CAMERAS (TOOK ME AN

HOUR TO GET THEM APART ENOUGH TO GET THESES PICTURES) THRES ALOT
OF BUTTONS AND SWICTHES ON THESE OLD CAMERAS
[No thanks alot. I don’t want theses varez. Prefer to take the swicthes apart miself. HR]
Katalog von 1940:"IHAGEE-Kameras", Angeboten wird ein Katalog von 1939
(Catalogue from 1940: “IHAGEE-Cameras”, On offer a catalogue from 1939)
[They become older and older indeed, but not this way. HR]
(On an Exa)
This item is a Thagee Dresden EXCL camera
[C+L=A Steenbergen’s Law. HR]
VINTAGE EXAKTA 35 MM CAMERA / JHAGEC
[The market for reading glasses is still huge. HR]
THERE IS ANOTHER PART PICTURED THAT I DON'T KNOW WHAT IT IS.
[It’s a view-fin-der. Reading glasses won’t help here. HR]
Exakta Waistlever Finder for Varex
[I wonder how such a thing would look. HR]
Ihagee Stereo camera The shudders appear to work and the bellows seen fine.
Seening this I get them. HR]
Exakta Real Hooded Waist Level Finder for the extremely rare Exakta Real.
Starting bid: US $465.00
[This is NOT funny. HR]
FREE WORLDWIDE SHIPPING!!!.
[How generous!!! HR]
A week later:
Starting bid: US $425.00
[Let’s look again after two months. HR]
[After a few months, one was sold for $ 66.65 HR]
ein Vergrößerungsgerät der Firma Adjutar Es wurde bisher zum entwickeln von Bildern genutzt
(Enlarger from Adjutar It was until now used to develop pictures)
[Next trick: make enlargements with a development tank. HR]
Voitlander Daguerotype or Wet Plate 16" Lens This auction is for a Voitlander & Sohn Braunbschaeig 4"Inches
in Diameter Voitland started making lenses in 1840
[We are lucky to have this specialist to inform us. HR]

(On an Exa 500 from a German!)

Spiegelreflexkamera Model Jhagee Dresten AX 500
[Perhaps an early illegal copy from a neighbouring country? HR]

DOMIPLAN 2,8/50 Lens in excelent working condition
[What kind of excelllence can we expect here? HR]

Alte Karmera Marke EXAKTA (old carmera brand Exakta)
[Even the word “camera” seems to disappear from our knowledge base. HR]

Exakta 1b + 2,8/50mm Diplomat
[Selling a Domiplan isn’t easy these days, I know, I know, but does this help? HR]
IHAGGE EXAKTA DRESDEN German Camera Serial #67092 on inside of camera.
[Oh? Ihagge started with inside serial numbers on Exakta in 1936 with at least 472,000. HR]
(On a D-ring)
IN THIS LOT I OFFER AN ITEM IN EXC CONDITION .THIS IS A WORKING ITEM
[Doing what, may I ask? HR]
(On a Pancolar from a Power Seller)
50/2 CARL ZEISS JENA APNCOLOR FOR EXAKTA
[No help from the spelling checker? Try the brain. HR]

EXAKTA VX a great camera for it time . The Guide I have for the light and
the Camers It come in a hard case. Thanks for look. payment is do within
24hrs of closing bid
[I want more time to read this. HR]
Description (revised)
EXAKATA II A..HAGEE LENSE #1 STEINHEIL MUNENAN AUTO TELE -QLMNAR
[Please, please show me the original description. HR]
Exakta VX Ihagee Dresden 35mm camera I am a collector, Which mean what i do is just look a these
camera, I do not use them Form what i can see this camera works as it should
[X-ray eyes huh? HR]
(on an aus Jena S lens with extension tube set)
Jenna lens 135 MM w/ Extender and macro lens please check our other auctions for an Exazta camera
[Auctions of Jenna lenses and lensless lenses Exazperate me. HR]

Here are a couple of Exacta lenses....definatly parts.
[Please define definatly parts. HR]

Meyer Görlitz
Type Fix focal Zoom
Brand

[In the long run, because they all say so, it will be correct. HR]

